














What is useful so far?
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How do we 
including people 
who are different

How do we teach 
to diversity?

How do we 
teach to 
identity?
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Support: 2 min 
break

• What is a 2 min break?
• Why is a 2 min break useful?
• How do I use a 2 min break as a tool for 

support?
• What does a 2 min break look like when I use it?
• What does a 2 min break sound like when I use it?
• What does a 2 min break feel like when I use it?

• How will I know when I need a 2 min break?
• How will I know when I don’t need a 2 min 

break?



Goal: Putting gas in your rental car





Example: Grade 6/7 Class

• Classroom Teacher/ Support Teacher

• Question: How can we respond to the diversity of 
our class using the competencies in the renewed 
curriculum? What frameworks and strategies can 
help us to design an adjustable airplane?
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?
- Text at different reading 
levels
- Text from multiple 
perspectives
- Indigenous text
- oral language option
Attend to vocabulary

- Choice of text, Group work
- Choice of expression (letter, 
comic, conversation)
- Teach new format (3D model)
- Choice of complexity
- Literature circles





What kind of plane are we flying? 
What are the goals?

Backwards Design



Activity/Task 

Goals

Goals

Goals

Goals

Activity

Activity

Activity

Forward Design

Same for Everyone

Same for Everyone

Differentiated

DifferentiatedBackward Design
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Competency Curriculum
Goal: Students will become competent at personal awareness 
and responsibility by…



Competency Curriculum
Students will become competent at personal awareness and 
responsibility by…







Backwards Design – Designing the Airplane
Class: Gr. 6/7 Planning Team: Shackles, Locke & Moore

Essential Question: What does it mean to be personally aware and responsible and how 
can this help me in my life inside and outside of school?

Key vocabulary: goal, celebrate, effort, accomplishment, persevere, advocate, plan, 
initiative

Goals

Competency 
Goal

I can be personally aware and responsible by being self determined

Competency 
Goal

I can be personally aware and responsible by being self regulated

Summative Tasks (Self Evaluation)

New format
(3D model)

Create a 3D model that represents your understanding of being 
personally aware & responsible 

Choice Format
(letter, comic book, 
conversation)

Describe how being personally aware & responsible connects to and 
can help you in your own life





Start from access, build on challenge: 
Planning Pyramid

Even More 
Complexity

More 
Complexity

Goal
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Goal for ALL
- I can celebrate my efforts and accomplishments
(self determination)
- I can persevere through challenging tasks 
(self regulation)

I can become competent at personal awareness and 
responsibility by…

Goal for MOST
-I can advocate for my myself and my ideas (self 
determination)
I can implement a plan that I have made to meet 
a goal (self regulation)

Goal for FEW
- I can take initiative and make change in 

myself and the world (self determination)
- I can adjust a plan that I have made to 

meet a goal (self regulation)



Even more 
goals

More goals

Goals

Access

Challenge

5. Planning for the RANGE: Extending for further access and challenge



Goal for ALL 
- I can celebrate my efforts and accomplishments
(self determination)
- I can persevere through challenging tasks 
(self regulation)

Extend access and/or challenge

Goal for MOST
-I can advocate for my myself and my ideas (self 
determination)
I can implement a plan that I have made to meet 
a goal (self regulation)

Access Goal
- I can accomplish a goal

that I set

Goal for FEW
- I can take initiative and make change in 

myself and the world (self determination)
- I can adjust a plan that I have made to 

meet a goal (self regulation)



Backwards Design – Designing the Airplane
Class: Gr. 6/7 Planning Team: Shackles, Locke & Moore

Essential Question: What does it mean to be personally aware and responsible and how 
can this help me in my life inside and outside of school?

Key vocabulary: goal, celebrate, effort, accomplishment, persevere, advocate, plan, 
initiative

Goals

Competency 
Goal

I can be personally aware and responsible by being self determined

Competency 
Goal

I can be personally aware and responsible by being self regulated

Summative Tasks (Self Evaluation)

New format
(3D model)

Create a 3D model that represents your understanding of being 
personally aware & responsible 

Choice Format
(letter, comic book, 
conversation)

Describe how being personally aware & responsible connects to and 
can help you in your own life



Learning Maps: Making the Airplane Adjustable
Class: Gr. 6/7 Planning Team: Shackles, Locke & 

Moore
Essential Question: What does it mean to be personally aware and responsible and how 
can this help me in my life inside and outside of school?

Key vocabulary: goal, celebrate, effort, accomplishment, persevere, advocate, plan, 
initiative

Goal Continuums

I can be personally aware and responsible by:

Goal Access Goal
(plate)

Goal for ALL
(potato)

Goal for MOST
(dairy)

Goal for FEW
(bacon bits)

being self 
determined

• I can  set a 
goal

• I can celebrate
my efforts and 
accomplishments

• I can advocate
for my myself 
and my ideas 

• I can take initiative
and make change 
in myself and the 
world 

being self 
regulated

• I can 
accomplish a 
goal

• I can persevere
through 
challenging tasks 

• I can implement 
a plan that I 
have made to 
meet a goal

• I can adjust a plan
that I have made 
to meet a goal
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- Body zone/ tools
- 11 min. lessons (timer)
- Choice of where to 
work
- Option to work alone
- Connect to interest
-

- Text at different reading 
levels
- Text from multiple 
perspectives
- Indigenous text
- oral language option

- Choice of text
- Group work
- Choice of expression (letter, 
comic, conversation)
- Teach new format (3D model)
- Choice of complexity









Stay Connected!


